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….advertisers are paying 

$2 CPMs for impressions 

that are worth less than 5 

cents! That level of waste 

dwarfs anything resulting 

from the old form of 

transactional friction.  
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Digital Media Nonperformance – Beyond 

Mandates  

The recent circus-like atmosphere 

around the question of agency 

mandates has masked one fact. 

Whether there are mandates or not, 

the advertisers’ money is being 

wasted, and available remedies are 

not being implemented.   

The debate has gained steam recently, and has 

also taken on a religious feel, rather than one of 

holistic logic or facts. One red herring has been 

that VC funded companies are less prudent in 

shepherding advertiser interests than those 

with alternate capital structures because the 

former need to operate at higher margins, and 

are thus more profit motivated, while the latter 

group is more concerned with serving 

advertisers. This assertion does not withstand 

economic scrutiny. Low margins are no less a 

profit motive than high ones, as they generate 

more unit sales (at least for a while), gain 

market share, and lead to a larger install base 

(at least for a while). So, the tradeoff is between 

higher unit margins and more units sold. 

Whether the aggregate profit is more of less is 

an issue of price elasticity, returns on scale, 

strength of brand, likelihood of and survivability 

in a price war, product mix, etc. Additionally, for 

companies with a tactical margin, or cost of 

media markup margin model, artificially limiting 

unit margins creates an incentive to select less 

expensive inventory, which could be less 

valuable. Finally, if a given company is charging 

half the margin that of a competitor, but 

providing only 25% of the value of that 

competitor, it is no bargain. There are clear 

tradeoffs. The margin ought not be assessed 

independent of value. It needs this scrutiny, 

rather than being thrown over the wall like a 

flaming boulder from a catapult.  

Further, companies cannot simply wish for 

margin. Only those with some level of 

differentiation – in offering, brand, etc. – have 

any type of monopolistic pricing power. Even 

that is limited in magnitude and in time-scale, 

meaning that innovation must be continual to 

retain it. All companies need to be profitable, 

viable, and able to invest in innovation (of the 

thought or technology variety) in order to do 

what is best for advertisers. Non-innovators are 

price takers, and margins for everyone are 

ultimately dictated by the market. That 

condition relies on symmetric information, 

however, which this market does not have. This 

issue and its implications will be examined in an 

attempt to eliminate the smokescreens that 

distract from the real issues. 

This paper takes no position on whether there 

are agency mandates relative to which trading 

desk, DSP, or network should be given the 

advertisers’ funds to invest. While this is an 

interesting and necessary issue to discuss, even 

if to clear the air and assure the market that 

there are no mandates, it is a distraction from 

the waste issue, which has multiple causes.  

Another disarming accusation is that of agenda. 

This paper will assume that every human being 

has some agenda, whether profit oriented, 

altruistic, ego-satiating, or otherwise. If the lack 

of agenda were a requirement for expressing or 

publishing a viewpoint, then all panels, press, 

TV news, and communication of any form that 

required any perception, including fact 

gathering, would have to be banned. Everyone 

has a horse in the race. It is unnecessary to 

discuss this further. Regardless of agenda, the 
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best argument ought to be able to stand on the 

merit of its logic. 

The larger mission is to invest advertiser funds 

more effectively. Isolated discussions around 

aspects of this issue occur regularly, but only in 

fragments. We will look at the issue holistically 

and dive deeper than has been done 

traditionally. 

 

Objectives 

This paper begins by focusing on a specific 

example to highlight the problem of 

misattribution in campaign tactics, poorly 

aligned incentives, and suboptimal market 

structure dynamics – highlighting threats to the 

market. It goes on to explain pricing and 

financial structures that stand in the way of the 

market’s potential. It then provides an 

assessment of the need to combine 

technological capabilities with human expertise 

more optimally. Finally, it will provide an 

overview of the key types of innovators in the 

space, and finish with high level strategic 

recommendations for the entrepreneurial firms 

in digital media, as well as toward their 

evaluation by advertisers and investors. It is 

therefore written for a broad audience, but in 

particular for CMOs and their agency 

representatives, to highlight for them the 

critically important challenges in programmatic 

media buying that they may not be, but 

certainly ought to be aware of.  

This is not a pure research piece. It is, however, 

intended to be a strategic and tactical 

assessment of the digital media programmatic 

buying market and its key dynamics. These 

assessments have been developed by the 

author as a strategic advisor in digital media, 

and as a former executive and market 

participant. It contains validation and 

verification from leading industry executives, 

derived from numerous privileged 

conversations. Therefore, it is by no means 

simply an opinion piece. 

Programmatic media buying presents 

tremendous opportunities in scale, efficiency, 

and cost reduction. That is universally accepted 

and wholly logical. However, scale is a double 

edged sword. Scaling productivity is wonderful. 

Scaling wastefully simply creates more waste. 

We begin by examining this issue through the 

lens of misattribution of credit, which has led to 

a gross miscalculation of where the value 

resides in the market. 

 

Last View Attribution – The Gaming of the 

System  

In Mike Shields’ article in Digiday titled “The Ad 

Exchange Quality Issue,” Ken Mallon, VP of 

Yahoo AdLabs asserted that [below the fold 

ads] “are not invisible. A certain percentage of 

people will scroll down the page and be 

exposed to the advertising.” Ken is absolutely 

correct. His point implies that while a below the 

fold ad may not be as valuable as an above the 

fold one at a given price, it does have some, 

lesser value. But no reasonable person would 

argue that a below the fold ad that is able to be 

viewed is categorically useless. Rather, the real 

issue is that below the fold ads are, in many 

cases, more expensive than above the fold 

ones. That is a huge problem created by 

improper usage of algorithms and misalignment 

of incentives.  

Neither an above the fold ad nor a below the 

fold one guarantees 100% viewing. But an 
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above the fold unit, especially when it is larger, 

more colorful, and bolder is more likely to be 

viewed.  

However, in campaigns in which the entity to 

serve the last ad before a conversion is given 

full credit for that conversion, the last ad on a 

page, even if it is tiny and not viewable, receives 

full credit because it is the last one to load. For 

example, a Web user may have seen 35 ads 

over the course of a week for the same product, 

served by multiple networks, DSPs, and trading 

desks. But, the full credit for the user converting 

goes to the very last ad that loaded on the very 

last Web page that he loaded before 

converting, whether he saw the ad or not. In 

this scenario, the algorithms assign the highest 

value to the ad unit that loads last, and lesser 

value to each one that loads before, in reverse 

order. The first ad on the page, even if it is the 

most likely to be viewed, is the least “valuable.” 

The algorithm bids the most for the last ad on 

the page, and the least for the first ad, perhaps 

nothing. 

It’s a massive waste of advertiser dollars.  

This process is repeated until the entity (DSP, 

trading desk, network) that games the system 

most successfully is deemed the winner - the 

best steward of advertiser funds. Clearly, the 

incentive lies with gaming the system. Since the 

placement of the ad unit, the quality of the ad 

environment, the contextual relevancy, etc. are 

completely ignored, a Forbes page with high 

quality content and a few ads is deemed no 

more valuable than a questionable Web site 

where the same cookie (audience segment) 

happens to go to. This is a critical issue that 

matters for brand sensitive advertisers.  

 

Algorithms are not the problem; 

neither is programmatic buying, or 

exchanges. In fact, exchanges bring 

liquidity and efficiency to the 

space. The problem lies with how 

these assets are used. They are like 

nuclear power, which can be used 

for good or evil.  

The issues begin with media planning 

objectives. With a few exceptions, they appear 

to be concerned simply with the cost of the 

inventory. Given that the measurement and 

success criteria in this type of campaign is CPA 

(cost-per-action), premium inventory like 

Forbes and NBC is usually automatically at a 

disadvantage in algorithmic buying since one 

has to pay for the quality of these 

environments. This means that the selection 

pool narrows to long tail sites with lots of ads, 

including ones that cannot be viewed, gaming 

sites with cluttered environments, etc. 

Essentially, the quality of the ad environment 

selection is reduced from the start. The only 

portions of premium sites that might fit the bill 

are the bottoms of the pages, where tiny, below 

the fold ads live. In effect, the algorithm would 

determine that the top of Yahoo’s home page is 

less valuable than the very bottom, where 3 

tiny ads reside. Maybe Yahoo receives higher 

CPMs for its above the fold ads. That is entirely 

possible since there are different types of 

buyers and buying mechanisms for them, and 

Yahoo has a direct sales force. But across the 

board, algorithms are assigning higher value to 

the last ad on the page for last view conversion 

campaigns in programmatic buying because 

they are in effect being incented to. 
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In reality, algorithms can be made to evaluate 

the content, quality, ad environment, and 

contextual relevancy of pages down to the 

advertiser level rather effectively. But there is 

no incentive to do this because the singular 

objective is the lowest CPA, not to balance that 

metric with whether the ad was viewed (or was 

inferentially more likely to be viewed based on 

its location), the quality of the content, or its 

relevancy to a specific advertiser.  

 

Spread the Jam evenly 

To make matters worse, the entity that has the 

majority of the budget will always appear to 

outperform competitors on the plan who have 

smaller portions of the budget. This is the case 

even if the competitors in reality perform more 

effectively.  

As a campaign runs over time, algorithms 

identify pockets of inventory that are the most 

desirable based on the last view attribution 

logic. Because they are competing for the 

inventory in auctions, the competition drives up 

the prices for these pockets. Consequently, 

whoever is willing to bid the highest for them 

has the advantage. Clearly, the entity with the 

largest budget can bid the highest, perhaps 

even higher than it should. But since low CPAs 

require the average cost of media to be low, 

these high priced pockets have to then be 

blended with really cheap inventory, much of 

which could be useless. This is how media 

sausage is made. This creates lots of waste.  

Additionally, if one entity has a larger portion of 

the budget, it automatically has greater 

purchasing power. This can be used to 

negotiate deals with publishers so that it gets 

inventory at discounted rates or even a first 

look, through which it can exhaust its usage 

before any other buyer is able to purchase the 

same inventory. Since this can be done without 

any of the buyers, the agency, or the advertiser 

knowing, it really stacks the deck. Even if this 

buyer (DSP, trading desk, network) is the worst 

of the lot, its performance will seem better 

because it has an unfair advantage in 

purchasing power. Figure 1 illustrates this. 

 

The reader may wonder why competitor B in 

Figure 1 does not spend its entire $10k budget 

on the high “performance” pool. The reason is 

that competitor A has more money to waste, 

and can always outbid competitor B until it 

exhausts its need for the high “performance” 

pool. The reader may also wonder then, why 

the price of the high performance inventory 

does not drop once competitor A has exhausted 

its need and stopped competing. There are two 

reasons. First, the completion happens in real 

time, not one after the other necessarily. In any 

case, since this is a multi-unit auction iterated 

many time over, the publishers can view the 

bidders’ bids in exchanges, and adjust their 

floor prices for all buyers. This presents yet 

another type of waste. Because competitor A 

can be somewhat careless with the advertiser’s 

money, it likely overbids to win the impressions 
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that it wants. This sends a signal to the 

publishers to raise the floor prices for all buyers, 

creating a situation in which all buyers waste 

advertiser dollars in the campaign, as well as 

perhaps in future campaigns. 

In multi-unit, multi-stage auctions, like the ones 

in digital media, buyers have to compete 

against other buyers and against the sellers – 

the publishers. Winning this game requires a 

thorough understanding of the auction rules 

and their econometric implications. The winning 

strategies for these types of auctions are not so 

set in stone as the conventional Vickery or 

Dutch auction formats. At the very least, it is 

best for the advertiser to keep it an “apples to 

apples” comparison, and not stack the deck in 

favor of one buyer. 

 The more effective way to run a campaign is to 

make a determination of who is going to be on 

it, and then give an equal portion of budget to 

each entity. Each will run a portion of the 

campaign and explore a wide pool of inventory 

initially. The competition among competitors 

will have little to no effect on the cost of 

inventory at this stage because the pool is so 

wide. It’s more like an ocean. As the campaign 

runs, say over the course of one to two weeks, 

depending upon the budget, a clear winner, or 

perhaps a couple of winners ought to emerge. 

At this point, the entire budget should be given 

to this winner for the duration of the campaign. 

This eliminates the competition for the pool of 

inventory that the algorithms have by now 

narrowed down to. By doing this, the advertiser 

does not compete against itself (through 

multiple bidders) for the same inventory once a 

narrower supply pool is selected. The same 

inventory can be bought for less. This process 

should be repeated for all campaigns. 

As a point of clarification, the number of 

entities that are on a campaign should vary 

depending on the budget. This has to do with 

the statistical degrees of freedom relating to a 

mathematical algorithm’s learning. Given a 

certain number of parameters, an algorithm will 

have a specific minimum number of 

observations that it must observe in order to 

learn, all else constant. Since the number of 

observations (impressions) is related to the 

amount of the budget, the smaller the daily 

budget, the longer it will take for the algorithm 

to learn, and become effective. If the budget is 

split among too many competitors, then it could 

delay learning. 

Let’s say for the sake of argument that for a 

given set of campaign parameters, there are 

two options: A $100k campaign and a $50k 

campaign. Let’s assume that the optimal 

number of competitors for the $100k campaign 

is deemed to be 5, and for the $50k one, 3. Let 

the advertiser decide which 5 or 3! Let each 

present its case in person, so that the advertiser 

can rank it, perhaps even by type of campaign. 

It wouldn’t take much time. A one to two hour 

face to face meeting, and the assessments that 

come from it, can be reused by the advertiser 

for all of its campaigns. That’s real 

transparency.   

The process that prevails currently often gives a 

“look” to multiple entities, often at the 

advertiser’s suggestion. Unfortunately for the 

advertiser, that “look” varies in magnitude, and 

each entity does not consistently receive the 

same portion of the budget. The system 

becomes set up to be gamed from the 

beginning. The implication is not that this is 

based on some mandate. Perhaps it’s just 

intuition or relationship driven. But it does 

happen.  
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Also, the suggested methodology solves only 

part of the problem; that of stacking the odds in 

favor of one entity within last view attribution, 

and therefore reducing the incentive to 

compete. It’s a start. But, it still does not 

address critical issues such as the quality of the 

ad environment, contextual relevancy, and ad 

location on a page. That will happen once 

media planners are objectively incented to 

make evaluations based on these factors, and 

demand their assessment from DSPs, trading 

desks, and networks. 

 

Obstacles to the market’s value creation 

potential – incentive misalignment 

The misattribution is tantamount to what was 

happening in the bond market, which led to the 

economic collapse. Towers of B minus paper 

were being packaged, but rated as AAA by the 

rating agencies. That house of cards crumbled, 

and so might this one if credit is not assigned to 

real value creation, rather than to faulty 

attribution tricks.  

Since price is the most dominant factor in 

decision making, without its linkage to real 

value, and instead to credited attribution, the 

market’s potential is threatened.  

This assertion rests on the assumption that 

things like content, page quality, the brand 

name of its publishers, and contextual relevancy 

matter. There is a counterargument to this 

point that comes up often, so it will be 

addressed now. 

Some leading influencers in the market argue 

that a cookie is a cookie; if it can be found on a 

cluttered site with little or no content rather 

than on a quality news site for a lower price, so 

be it. This position rests on the view that the 

“performance” is higher on these sites. But 

performance is being measured inappropriately, 

as outlined above.  

This is an example of the dangers of going by 

what the stats or the data tells us without 

deeper investigation. Stats don’t tell us 

anything; we infer from them. If each of the 7+ 

billion persons on Earth were asked to assess 

the shape of the planet from the surface, 

without any prior knowledge, each would likely 

state that it looks to be flat. Many non-

statisticians would invariable assume that a 

sample size of that magnitude is significant. It 

isn’t. The problem is the perspective. The data 

to determine that the Earth is spherical is 

available, and it was to the contemporaries of 

Columbus, who were unable to assess it 

properly. 

It is this reason that the best econometricians 

spend most of their model building time trying 

to poke holes into what the stats seems to 

convey, to understand causality, and the level 

of predictability. With respect to the 

interpretation of stats and data, the industry 

would be better served to conduct them with a 

more logical, practical and causal backdrop, 

especially at this nascent stage.  

The second reason that this counterargument 

to environmental quality is invalid is that on 

questionable Web sites, a quality advertiser’s 

ads are more likely to appear next to 

questionable advertisements. That’s like serving 

up a steak on a garbage can tin rather than on 

fine china. It matters. 

Finally, the counterargument presupposes that 

data usage and targeting have been perfected 

in this space. They haven’t. There are major 

issues around data scalability, effectiveness, 

overlap among providers, etc., not to mention 
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privacy. Quality content sites attract certain 

audiences by virtue of their content and brand 

image. If the same user goes to CNBC, and then 

to a gaming site, is it unreasonable to 

hypothesize that he is in more of a mindset to 

receive an ad from an advertiser like Fidelity on 

CNBC, and respond to it than when he is playing 

video games, when it might just be a distraction 

and a wasted impression? This hypothesis can 

be tested objectively by using algorithms and 

programmatic buying appropriately. It just 

requires two things on the motivational front: 

1) for media planners to demand it, and 2) for 

advertisers and agencies to stay in the game 

and measure the effects over time. A 6 week 

campaign and a brand study may not be 

enough.  

Without this type of thinking, the market is 

threatened before it ever develops because 

essentially there is little to no incentive for 

premium content publishers to make their best 

inventory available at scale in exchanges. The 

age old issue of CPM depression for premium 

inventory is not based on whether the 

inventory is sold in a private or third party 

exchange; rather, it is one of how it is 

evaluated. That is a buyer issue.  

At the very least, the market will be relegated 

to one for bottom of the funnel DR plays, not 

for branding. Programmatic buying offers 

tremendous advantages for brands if executed 

appropriately, because each impression can be 

evaluated individually. But market design issues 

are obstacles currently. 

This is also a threat to content publishing in 

general. While premium publishers are holding 

back their best ad placements, or protecting 

them with price floors, the misattribution is 

creating an incentive for them to place more 

ads on pages, and more below the fold. This 

requires no empirical evidence, though that 

exists. The incentive is there. Over time, it 

creates a real dilemma. Ultimately, true content 

providers exist to provide content, not clicks 

and conversions. But, if programmatic buying 

continues to accelerate as predicted, and credit 

is not assigned to content fairly, then what is 

the monetary value to the publishers for 

creating content? Very little in the long run; so, 

misattribution does not bode well in the long 

run for either advertisers or the existence of 

investigative journalism, which has to be 

financed.  

That is a longer term consideration, though 

perhaps not too far off. In the short run, the 

reason that we have an exchange environment 

in which most of the inventory is deemed by 

most of the experts to be of low quality is that 

there is no incentive for making high quality 

inventory available. Much of it is below the fold 

and late in the ad rotation, as depicted in Figure 

2. 

 

If the objects being traded were standard sized 

paper clips rather than media impressions, then 

price would be the appropriate value 

determination factor, as paper clips are 
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homogeneous goods. Since media impressions 

are heterogeneous, logic dictates that an 

assessment of the heterogeneous factors in 

relation to price is the optimal means of 

evaluation. To know the exact value (whether 

for DR or brand) requires appropriate usage and 

measurement over the right time frame. 

If media buyers demand the assessment of 

media quality in detail and at scale, and do not 

simply settle for the lowest CPAs, then the 

exchange environments would become truly 

effective, not just efficient. Those who believe 

that a tiny below the fold ad has value at some 

CPM could buy it, and others who believe that 

exposure is more important can buy the larger 

ad unit at the top. But this needs to be an 

automated assessment if it is going to be 

measurable at scale. 

The technologies to measure things like 

whether an ad was viewed, reach, contextual 

relevancy, and proper attribution may not be 

perfect, but they are out there. The tech will 

improve, especially if it is actually used to the 

benefit of the advertisers, and thereby incented 

to improve more rapidly.  

Technology works only if used properly. Often 

in this industry, the value of technology is 

overemphasized, and that of people – like 

agency experts – underestimated. This is 

examined in more detail later in this paper. But 

first, let’s explore another, perhaps less well 

understood, cause of waste – complex pricing 

schemes and financial structures. 

 

 

 

Pricing, financials, and transactional friction on 

steroids 

One of the major benefits of programmatic 

buying is that it eliminates transactional friction 

of the sort that comes from faxing IOs back and 

forth, sales daisy chains, and the purchasing of 

large batches of inventory at a single price 

rather than each impression based on its 

assessed value. This has been the subject of 

numerous in depth analyses, including great 

research reports by firms such as Think Equity 

and Bain & Co. This paper is an agreement with 

this assessment. However, as this type of 

transactional friction has been eliminated by 

programmatic buying, another, more significant 

form has replaced it.  

In some cases, advertisers are paying 

$2 CPMs for impressions that are 

worth less than 5 cents! That level of 

waste dwarfs anything resulting from 

the old form of transactional friction.  

We examine this beginning with an analysis that 

at some levels is understood by industry 

insiders, many of whom have endeavored to 

bring it to light. The paper then goes on to 

detail it to a level that is generally not known. 

The supply chain has some overlapping 

components, and in many cases, networks, 

DSPs, and trading desks are direct competitors, 

playing interchangeable roles. For illustration, 

we will examine a typical supply chain 

formulation.  

In a typical scenario, an advertiser decides to 

run a campaign given some targeting criteria at 

a $2 CPM. The agency that represents the 

advertiser takes a fee, say 10%. Because it is 

programmatic buying, the cash is generally 
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invested through a trading desk. The trading 

desk would receive the remaining $1.80 to buy 

the inventory, and would retain some portion of 

this as margin. A typical range would be 

between 40-60%, perhaps a bit more or less. 

Assuming that it’s 50%, the trading desk keeps 

$.90. The trading desk then licenses technology 

from a DSP to do the automated buying. 

Alternatively, if the trading desk has its own 

technology, it does not license technology. In 

this case, it may charge a higher margin, or 

include the tech in the $.90 fee. Generally, a 

DSP is used, and the DSP would take something 

around $.50 out of the $.90 as a tech fee. That 

leaves $.40 to buy the inventory in exchanges, 

and perhaps in networks with real time selling 

technology. This would be the maximum 

amount that could be bid for inventory in 

auction, and in effect, the most that a publisher 

would receive. Exchanges and networks charge 

a fee for their service to publishers, as their 

technology is what enables an aggregated pool 

of inventory to be bid on. This fee is normally 

around a 15 to 20% revenue share. Assuming 

20%, the fees would be $.08 on the $.40 that 

the publisher receives. So, the publisher 

receives $.32 for a batch of inventory for which 

the advertiser paid $2. Another way to think 

about this is that the advertiser receives 

inventory worth $.32 for the $2 that it paid. 

Figure 1.1 shows this supply chain dynamic 

graphically.  

 

Combined with the effect of misattribution 

explained earlier, which incents the advertiser 

to focus heavily on the price, this effect 

drastically reduced the quality publishers’ 

financial incentive to participate with their 

highly valued inventory, and they offer only the 

batches of inventory that have a reservation 

value of $.32 or less to them. This incents the 

supply in the market to be comprised of mostly 

low cost inventory. Premium publishers are 

forced to not participate at scale with their best 

inventory in programmatic buying.  

It is not being asserted that any of the players 

do not deserve a margin for the service that 

they provide. We will examine the issue of 

margin versus value later. At this stage, it is 

sufficient to show that quality publishers are 

receiving an insufficient financial incentive. 

Some will participate opaquely, to avoid 

exposing their inventory transparently at low 

prices. But that eliminates the evaluation of the 

inventory as anything other than a place where 

a given cookie can be targeted – a proxy for 

audience. 

 

Now, we will dive further into this issue by 

examining supply side revenue share 

agreements, which reduce inventory quality 

further. This typically affects buyers who are 

not necessarily concerned with placing ads in 

premium environments. However, these buyers 

may still care about some level of brand safety, 

and performance. The publishers that provide 

these types of environments also make their 
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inventory available in some exchanges, and the 

highest bids win the highest performing 

impressions. Low bids, therefore, are at a 

disadvantage.  

To extend the previous supply chain example 

further to explain this, let’s begin with the $.32 

that the publisher received. In some exchange 

environments, revenue share agreements are 

used, in which the buyer and the seller receives 

a portion of the revenue. It typically ranges 

from 30/70 buyer/seller to 70/30 buyer/seller. 

Let’s assume 50/50 for our example. 

This means that when a buyer submits a bid of 

$.32, he retains $.16 (50%) and the publisher 

receives $.16. At this stage, the advertiser has 

paid $2 for inventory for which the seller’s 

reserve price is only $.16. But it iterates further. 

Often, the publisher to which the buyer is 

directly linked does not have enough inventory 

to fill the campaign given its targeting 

parameters. In this case, the bid goes to 

suppliers that that supplier is linked to. Once 

again, a revenue share takes place. The $.16 is 

split 50/50 again, so that the actual bid would is 

$.08 for this batch of inventory. This process 

sometimes repeats a third time, the revenue 

share takes place again, and a portion of the 

inventory is bought for a max bid of only $.04. 

This is shown graphically in Figure 4.  

The advertiser has just paid $2 for a batch of 

inventory worth 4 cents to the publisher. At 

these rates, we are not talking about Fox News, 

About.com, or CBS inventory! 

The clear losers in this scenario are advertisers 

and premium publishers, who would be doing 

more productive business with each other if 

programmatic buying were being conducted 

appropriately.  

There are companies and thought leaders in 

digital media who are attempting to expose 

these issues, including executives from trading 

desks, DSPs, networks, exchanges, and 

premium publishers. But they are in the 

minority by a long shot. The evidence suggests, 

however, that advertisers are largely unaware.  

One of the problems is that this is not some sort 

of conspiracy that can be corrected. It’s simply a 

market gone haywire. 

 

Figure 5 illustrates the economic and financial 

effect of revenue share across the supply chain. 

Money is traveling in both directions, so the 

reader would be well served to take the time to 

internalize this flow. It occurs as follows: 

1) The trading desk has a [50/50] revenue 

share agreement set up with a 

publisher. As depicted in Figure 3 

previously, the bid that the publisher 

receives is $.32 net. But in a 50/50 

revenue share agreement, that 

becomes a gross bid, 50% goes to the 

publisher as a net bid, and 50% goes 

back to the trading desk ($.16). The 

trading desk now receives $1.06 of the 
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$2.00 that the advertiser pays, rather 

than $.90. Before moving any further, 

let’s clarify one item precisely. This role 

can be played by a DSP or network as 

well. As mentioned before, we have 

presented the most likely formulation 

of the supply chain in today’s market, 

but not its only one.  

2) The publisher is unable to fill the entire 

demand, and the bid, now $.16 goes to 

that publisher’s supply links, the 

secondary publishers for this campaign. 

At this stage, the 50/50 revenue share 

splits the gross bid between the primary 

and secondary publishers. The primary 

publisher receives $.08 (50%) and the 

secondary publisher receives $.08 

(50%). The net bid is $.08, and the total 

amount that the primary publisher 

receives is $.24 – the sum of the $.16 

receives from the first revenue share 

with the trading desk, DSP, or network, 

and the $.08 received from the 

secondary publisher.  

3) The process repeats again if the 

secondary publisher cannot fulfill the 

demand, or if it will receive more (in 

revenue share) by going to the tertiary 

source. Of the $.08 gross bid remaining, 

the secondary publisher retains $.04 

(50%), netting $.12 in the process, and 

the tertiary publisher receives a net bid 

of $.04.  

The entire process happens in nanoseconds, as 

the revenue share agreements are set up 

beforehand.  

It is clear beyond any reasonable doubt that 

advertisers are not aware of this. It is also 

unlikely that their agency stewards are 

generally aware at this stage. 

 

A popular mantra du jour in digital media is that 

execution is more important than strategy at 

this stage. As has been demonstrated, perfectly 

executing the wrong thing has not added value, 

it has destroyed it. Of course execution is 

always necessary, but strategy is the key. It is 

critical for advertisers to understand the 

economics, pricing and financials, incentives, 

market design, how the system can be gamed, 

what can be done about it, and where the value 

lies by being able to assess the participants 

critically. Without cutting edge strategic 

thinking, the technology will unwittingly 

continue to waste money, at increasing 

magnitudes as execution improves.  

Therefore, people are more critical 

than technology. The only true 

sustainable advantage lies in having 

the most talented and collaborative 

people, and deploying their abilities 

effectively. Technology is too 

commoditized to provide a lasting 

advantage.  
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Technology versus people 

Seemingly, agency veterans are fed up with the 

assertions made by many technology providers 

in digital media that technology and scale are 

the keys. Expert agency people assert that true 

creativity is a matter for humans. They are right. 

Technology can scale aspects of creativity, but 

humans develop them. 

Let’s view this through an economics lens 

briefly. This is not meant to be a technical paper 

in economics, so proofs are omitted. But this 

perspective ought to help the reader crystalize 

the more strategic issues in the space, in 

addition to the tactical ones covered thus far. 

This understanding will help make the case for 

the importance of human expertise more 

precisely than a simpler, intuitive, view would. 

The two key factors of production in a firm’s 

internal economy are technology and labor. 

Both are necessary, but when either is used 

more and more, holding the other constant, it 

provides returns at a diminishing rate. It’s like 

eating scoop after scoop of ice cream. At some 

point, every additional scoop provides less 

value. The same is true for technology.  

In digital media, the various technology stacks 

owned by the variety of companies are 

essentially the same – data centers, pixel 

servers, bidders, algorithms, etc. None of the 

underlying components are proprietary. 

Therefore, entry and exit costs in this market 

are negligible. When economic profits are being 

incurred in any industry, especially when most 

other sectors are stagnant, it will invite more 

and more competition until economic profits 

reach zero for everyone.  

To clarify, economic profit is different from 

accounting profit. Accounting profit is the profit 

measured in pure income statement terms. 

Economic profit assigns a next best alternative 

usage cost to the capital that a new entrant 

invests. So, firms continue to enter until 

accounting profit for everyone declines to the 

point where it just covers the “interest rate,” 

for practical purposes, that investors assign to 

the capital that they invest. For example, if an 

investor believs that he can earn a 10% annual 

return by investing in some other venture and 

15% in digital media, he enters digital media for 

the 5% economic profit. Once enough entrants 

have come in, and prices have been driven 

down by the competition to where the 

accounting profit is 10% (the same as the next 

best alternative), then there is long run 

equilibrium – and no incentive for further 

entries or exists, as zero economic profit has 

been reached. The actual returns in digital 

media are larger than this, especially compared 

to the collection of stagnant competing sectors. 

That condition is poised to be a catalyst for an 

ultra-saturated market. 

Essentially, in the absence of entry costs or any 

special proprietary knowledge that can be 

protected, like patents or natural monopoly 

assets, there is hyper-competition, and much of 

an industry becomes commoditized over time. 

This has clearly already happened in digital 

media, and the conditions are ripe for more 

commoditization.  

That is not to say that technology, or the 

engineers who combine the stacks are not 

critical. They are absolutely critical. Without 

them, the industry would not exist. That is not 

the issue. The issue is that lots of firms have 

technology and engineers, so these have 

diminishing differential value over time. 

Eventually, when the supply of engineers in 

digital media runs short, those from other 
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industries can be hired in. Sure, they will not 

understand the industry dynamics as well in the 

short run, but that is a short lived condition, 

especially when competitors can hire away 

industry experts to manage the newcomers.  

This results in technology becoming a defensive 

measure rather than an offensive one, with 

notable exceptions like Google, which employs 

a vast army of quality engineers that can solve 

more engineering issues in a given time frame 

than a company with a significantly smaller 

team. But, that can lead to an overemphasis on 

technology and scale, which has its drawbacks, 

as we will discuss later.   

In any case, not having technology puts firms at 

a disadvantage not only because they cannot 

offer it, and need to pay to acquire it, but 

because it eliminates the possibility of learning 

and strategic thinking that technology 

development provides. However, having the 

technology simply puts the vast majority of 

competitors at par. The only remaining 

advantage, then, lies in the labor – the people 

who can conceptualize and implement uses for 

the technology. In this market, the most likely 

experts to provide this advantage are those 

advertising/agency experts who are also 

capable of understanding the technology, and 

economists who have experience in strategy 

development and deployment, as they can 

anticipate market behavior before others, and 

incent it to the advantage of the company. 

These types of experts are grossly underused.  

Ultimately, the winning companies, the best 

bets for partnership from the perspective of 

advertisers and agencies will be those that not 

only innovate on the technology front, but on 

all key fronts. This paper will take a dive into the 

key strategic issues facing the entrepreneurial 

companies in this space. But first, let’s identify 

the key types of companies that advertisers 

should be aware of in digital media.  

Exchanges 

As mentioned, Google, which owns and 

operates the DoubleClick media exchange, has 

lots of high quality engineers. Given Google’s 

successful history of deploying resources 

effectively, it is unlikely that any other media 

exchange could win a battle of pure efficiency 

and scalability against it. On the other hand, the 

DoubleClick exchange is just one part of 

Google’s business portfolio, and nowhere near 

as significant as search in terms of financial 

impact. A competitor that is solely focused on 

building a digital media marketplace, however, 

would live and breathe digital media from a 

different perspective, because its survival is 

dependent upon making that business work.  

Thus, while Google has the scale and efficiency 

advantage, the competitor has the advantage of 

its incentive and focus lying with developing 

customized, flexible solutions that are aligned 

with what advertisers, or publishers, want. 

Thus, there is stronger incentive to create an 

open development environment, which would 

be able to take advantage of a greater variety of 

engineering perspectives. If the alternative 

marketplace has a significant number of 

engineering resources who understand media, 

then it might be able to develop the exact thing 

that an advertiser wants more effectively.  

In reality, it has played out this way. Google’s 

competitors in this space are generally more 

willing to take feedback in the development of 

their marketplaces. Whether this proves to be 

an ultimate advantage has yet to be 

determined. But for an advertiser, and its 

representatives, there are tradeoffs to consider. 

Alternate marketplaces include companies like 
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AdBrite, Adap.tv (a video exchange), The 

Rubicon Project, OpenX, and Right Media 

(owned by Yahoo!), among others. Some of 

these companies provide additional technology 

solutions, like ad serving.  

Trading Desks, DSPs, and Networks 

These three entities have been referenced 

interchangeably throughout the paper because 

while there are some differences, there are 

many overlapping characteristics. Also, they 

often compete for the same campaign dollars, 

and are therefore put to the same use by 

advertisers, with perhaps some variations. In 

economic terms, they are part of the same 

supply curve.  

Agency trading desks, like MDC Partner’s Varick, 

IPG’s Cadreon, and Publicis’ Vivaki are separate 

units within media holding companies with 

expertise in media buying, and central buying 

capabilities that allow them to aggregate 

demand, and use that purchasing power to buy 

inventory more cost-effectively on behalf of 

advertisers. Agency trading desks license 

technology from DSPs (demand side platforms) 

or from those independent trading desks that 

have built in house DSPs. 

Independent trading desks like Accordant 

Media and Adnetik (formerly Havas’ agency 

trading desk) are independent entities that 

work to aggregate demand across holding 

companies and agencies.  

DSPs are technology companies that provide 

the technology, algorithms, and single-point 

interfaces to buy media and/or data across 

multiple supply sources (exchanges or 

networks).  

Google has its own in house DSP called Invite 

Media, and The Rubicon Project, one of 

Google’s main competitors, has an in house 

trading desk. Both Google and Rubicon allow 

other programmatic buying entities to compete 

for inventory within their exchanges with their 

in house entities. It makes sense, as the 

demand flows through the exchange, regardless 

of where it comes from.  

Networks are cultivators of inventory, that over 

time, have built relationships with publishers – 

both brand name ones and those of the long tail 

variety. Unlike trading desks and DSPs, 

networks largely buy their inventory up front, 

and own it, while trading desks and DSPs buy in 

real time auctions. However, DSPs and trading 

desks often strike up-front deals with publishers 

for pockets of inventory for price concessions, 

thereby acting like quasi networks, though they 

do not advertise this for the purpose of 

differentiating themselves as buyer agents, 

rather than seller agents. The line is blurred 

further, as some networks also do real time 

buying through exchanges, using DSPs.  

Another reason that DSPs and trading desks like 

to differentiate themselves from networks is 

that, as a result of some networks having low 

quality inventory, many have come to believe 

that all network inventory is low quality. That is 

simply false.  

In fact, trading desks and DSPs buy inventory 

from networks, and for the reasons outlined 

earlier in the paper regarding the low quality of 

exchange inventory, quality networks often 

have better inventory than exchanges. Because 

they actively cultivate their inventory, as it is 

critical to their value propositions, quality 

networks like Casale Media, Burst Media, and 

Undertone Networks have a large proportion of 

above the fold inventory, a collection of 

inventory from premium publishers (though 

with transparency restrictions in some cases), 
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and quality long tail impressions. In the absence 

of more robust buy side evaluation of quality, 

these networks provide a valuable service. Each 

of these networks has also deployed real time 

selling technology, so that DSPs and trading 

desks can use their centralized buying 

capabilities to buy across these them through 

direct integrations, in addition to exchange 

buying.  

This space also includes third party data 

companies like Bluekai and eXelate. A deeper 

dive into data would take us off course, but the 

mention is to convey the true complexity of 

programmatic media buying. Scale is not 

enough, and neither is technology. People 

absolutely matter as much as the technology, if 

not more, to evaluate the technology 

appropriately, and to push its evolution toward 

more effective, not just efficient, investment of 

advertising dollars. 

Scale has diminishing value over time unless it is 

continually refined with better metrics related 

to advertising effectiveness, like the value of 

quality inventory. Companies that produce and 

evolve technology may have an advantage in 

thinking through the strategic and tactical 

issues in the space. And finally, those firms that 

have an innovative culture, not just product, are 

better positioned for long term success, and are 

by extension better bets as partners for 

advertisers and agencies, and for investors. 

 

 

 

 

 

Evaluating Digital Media Companies – for 

advertisers and investors 

Returning to the tactical discussion, a 

memorable assertion by a former colleague is 

appropriate. Paraphrasing, he would say that 

the problem with algorithms in this space is that 

“they are like minivans designed by people who 

have never driven a minivan.”  

Algorithms can be designed to measure 

anything, but once one has been programmed, 

it can be copied easily to produce many clones. 

So, the real value lies in the continual 

innovation of how they are used. Thus, the 

value of the human being has not been 

diminished. It has perhaps been made more 

crucial. It’s a speed and effectiveness game. 

What should be measured – content, context, 

ad location, etc.? The answer to this question is 

also the answer to the question of what should 

be scaled. But once scale is achieved, the only 

advantage lies with being first to the new 

innovative way to use an algorithm with 

consistency.   

This is the most effective way to build a 

reputation that conveys solving real issues for 

serious advertising gurus, and not creating 

waste. An in depth analysis of how this is 

achieved is a treatment for a discussion focused 

more on pure strategy and future state 

projection. However, let us highlight a few 

points briefly. 

Since innovative thinking and application are 

the keys, then talent acquisition and retention 

is paramount. The raw capability and 

cohesiveness that comes from a truly talented 

organization is difficult to beat. Relationships 

and credibility matter, as decision makers in 

media want to work with individuals and 

companies that conscientiously work toward 
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problem solving as partners. This is a bit of a 

“motherhood and apple pie” statement on the 

surface, but there are specific tactics that are 

required, as talent retention is a huge challenge 

in this rapidly growing market.  

The winning companies will have the following: 

1) A management team that not only has 

individually talented people, but which 

possess the leadership and maturity to 

encourage discourse, challenge, 

productive dissent, and innovation in an 

environment in which the best idea, not 

rank, wins. This is the most important 

factor in speed in the right direction at 

minimal risk. Management teams that 

fall short of this mark will not be able to 

attract and retain game changing talent 

in the long run given the high degree of 

competition for talent. 

2) A sales team comprised of high quality, 

thoughtful, and articulate business 

people who happen to be able to sell; 

not “buzzword bandits.” The former will 

help build a better minivan by eliciting 

partnership from users. The latter will 

cause companies to be laughed out of 

the room.  

3) The ability to not just develop, but 

seriously commercialize new products is 

crucial. Point #2 implies that having the 

best product is not enough. It is 

meaningless if the buyers don’t know it, 

or don’t view the sellers, and by 

extension the company, as a prudent, 

thought leading partner. In fact, 

without quality sales people, investing 

in innovating products is not only 

ineffective, it weakens an 

entrepreneurial company’s position 

relative to competitors. Once the 

product is marketed, and competitors 

with better sales teams learn of it, they 

will simply duplicate it and sell it more 

effectively. But they will find it less 

costly to duplicate than it was to 

produce for the original company, as 

the main ideas are not really 

sustainable secrets. Also, in this 

scenario, the marketing dollars spent by 

the original company would be helping 

to create a market that its competitors 

are better at monetizing, thus resulting 

in a first mover disadvantage.  

4) The realization that overemphasizing 

short term revenue is kryptonite for the 

organization. First, it will not be able to 

acquire and retain legitimate sales 

people, as they understand that the 

scalable business development cycles in 

this market are long, and not here yet 

for the most part. For that reason, if 

success if measured by short term 

revenue too heavily, then it will incent 

the firm to do non-innovative things, 

shun dissent, collaboration, and 

strategic thinking, and ultimately be a 

price taker. It will have no choice but to 

allow its culture to reformulate around 

these goals, no matter what the official 

mission statement says. This will 

weaken its talent retention capabilities, 

as the best people will have the option 

to join more innovative companies. 

To highlight the final point further, the problem 

with being a price taker is that a price taking 

firm has to sell many more units to break even. 

Catalyzed by an overemphasis on short term 

revenue, price taking (resulting from a lack of 

innovation on any of the 4 fronts mentioned 

above) creates a situation in which the break-

even revenue goal is extended further than it 
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would have been under more innovative 

conditions. As the firm struggles to reach break-

even, and investor pressure mounts, it begins to 

do more price-taking because changing price 

seems to be the only thing in its control when 

the walls begin to crumble under the weight of 

pressure, which further extends the break-even 

point, and invites price wars from other non-

innovating price takers. This creates a self-

sustaining race to the bottom, and a clear 

delineation between the price takers and 

innovators. Since resources are finite, these 

firms reach a point of diseconomy of scale in a 

fast growing market because beyond a certain 

level of sales, accelerating unit costs, driven by 

the accelerating cost of acquiring quality people 

and more capacity, put them further and 

further into the red with each additional dollar 

of revenue. They reach a point where investors 

will no longer finance, resulting in either 

liquidation or a bargain basement acquisition.  

Clearly, this assessment matters to the firm. 

But, if you are an agency or advertising veteran, 

then it matters to you as well for two reasons: 

1) A price taking firm is clearly not 

innovating on all fronts. Working with 

innovators is better for advertisers, 

particularly since it incents further 

innovation from them, as well as from 

their competitors.  

2) Due to the diseconomies of scale 

mentioned above, the firm’s long term 

survivability, as well as its ability to 

invest in innovation, especially quality 

sales people, who can bridge the gap 

between the people and the 

technology, is in serious question. Thus, 

advertisers should be wary of 

companies that present themselves as 

friends who want to offer the lowest 

price. There are no free lunches, and 

there is an underlying reason for this 

kindness.  

Advertisers, their agency representatives, and 

investors would be well served to consider the 

above criteria when selecting options. 

Expertise, perspective, and repeated at bats are 

the keys to programmatic media buying. There 

are so many shades of grey and overlapping 

capabilities among companies that they must 

be evaluated by experts who understand not 

only the technology and the economics, but the 

tricks of the trade. Otherwise, advertisers may 

be left with a false positive, that their dollars 

are being invested effectively given the low CPA 

or CTRs (cost-per click). But as has been 

demonstrated, those measures can be gamed 

easily – at the advertisers’ detriment – if the 

rules of the game are not set up properly. Short 

of this, it becomes difficult to discern a shiny 

object and fancy logo from a legitimate 

company with media buying chops and true 

mastery of the technology and market structure 

issues. Therefore, the most optimal outcome 

for advertisers would be achieved if they 

themselves acquire expertise by rolling up their 

sleeves and becoming more involed. 

 

Pricing strategy – pricing power and value 

There are two major pricing options employed 

by DSPs, trading desks, networks, and 

exchanges – a tactical margin option where 

media is marked up, and a tech/service fee 

option – both of which were explained earlier.  

The tech/service fee option, which is employed 

more heavily by supply side agents like 

exchanges, and networks when they act as 

supply side agents, is the one that is logical. The 
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tactical margin model, more heavily employed 

by demand side entities like trading desks, 

DSPs, and networks when they act as buyer’s 

agents, is wasteful. To clarify, not all buy side 

entities employ this model. Some offer 

tech/service fee pricing.  

Media trading is often compared to financial 

trading, mostly incorrectly. The issues in media 

trading are broader– having to do with 

economics and market design, whereas in 

financial trading, the book has already largely 

been written over decades of practice. In 

financial trading, a broker does not mark up the 

stock with a tactical margin. The broker buys 

the stock for the investor within price 

thresholds set by the investor, and charges a 

service fee for the expertise. That is a logical 

set-up, as the price is tied to the offering that is 

creating value – the broker’s advice and 

expertise. The broker does not take the stock as 

raw material, do something to it, and enhance 

its value. If he did, then he could justifiably 

charge a margin, since it would be a different 

product.  

Likewise, a trading desk, DSP, or network does 

not in any way refine the publishers’ inventory 

from raw material to finished good status. The 

only value that is being provided by these 

entities is expertise, evaluation, and centralized 

buying at scale through their technologies. 

Therefore, these are the only things to which 

the attachment of a price can be justified 

logically. 

The simplification and standardization of pricing 

models would achieve two critical goals, which 

would enable the digital media market to scale 

more effectively. 

a) It would reduce the waste that was 

outlined earlier, which results from 

opaque pricing schemes and 

secretive revenue share 

agreements. A simple invoice can 

be passed to the advertiser that 

shows exactly what was paid for the 

media. 

b) Since pricing would be tied to the 

offerings that provide value – 

expertise and technology – it would 

accelerate the incentive to improve 

in these areas, and eliminate the 

incentive to create complex 

financial schemes to hide profit. 

This would shine a great light on the 

industry, helping to separate the 

wheat from the chaff.  

Pricing power and price taking has been 

referenced a number of times. In an efficient 

market, only the innovators have pricing power. 

In digital media today, that is not the case. 

Confusion and information asymmetry has 

enabled non innovators to retain pricing power. 

Simplified, transparent pricing, tied to the 

offerings that provide real value would 

eliminate this condition, meaning that margin 

would be able to be extracted only if real value 

is provided.  

 

Final Thoughts 

Many leading thinkers in digital media assert 

that transparency [to the advertisers] is the 

solution. Agreed; that is absolutely right. But 

while transparency is necessary, it is not 

sufficient by itself, at least not yet.  

This is a complex space that is ever evolving. No 

matter how smart, knowledgeable, and 

successful CMOs are, they do not spend much, 

if any of their time studying its nuts and bolts. 
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They generally don’t understand this space 

fully, and that’s not an insult. The smartest 

commercial pilot on Earth couldn’t fly a space 

shuttle simply by having transparency into its 

controls and mechanics. An intimate 

understanding of the dynamics of operating it is 

required. The author could not become a great 

farmer just by receiving instruction from one.  

CMOs are smart and talented enough to make 

the ultimate decisions, but they need to hear 

the variety of perspectives to make the most 

informed decisions. There is nothing like 

hearing them from the sources of innovation.  

Therefore, the issue is not perhaps whether 

there are mandates within holding companies. 

Perhaps the real issue is that there ought to be 

mandates to assess all of the technologies in 

the space not in theory, but by using them, to 

measure effectiveness properly and not simply 

based on the cost of media, and to ensure that 

everyone who represents an advertiser’s 

interests is financially and otherwise incented 

to do this precisely.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The executives in this market just about always 

say the right things. But if you are an executive 

in the space, the ultimate question that you 

must ask yourself is this: Are my people 

incented, financially and otherwise, to speak up, 

uncover issues, and find real ways to increase 

advertising effectiveness, and practice what I 

preach? If they are, then you’re likely going to 

be a winner when it’s all said and done. But if 

your people are rather incented on faulty 

metrics and fear of speaking up to improve the 

situation because they may be deemed 

“cultural misfits” or somehow ineffective, then 

you might be on the outside looking in once the 

dust settles, the dynamics are well understood 

by advertisers, and we are finally at that point 

when transparency will be enough.  


